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in the final days of the war, the tigers attempted to use a peace offer to present a more pliable
negotiating position. in may, 2006, the tigers offered to put down their arms if the government provided

a safe zone in the north of the country in which they could live freely. the offer was rejected by the
government. finally, in march, 2009, the sri lankan government and the tamil national alliance (tna),

which is composed of several tamil political parties, reached a peace agreement to end the civil war. it is
not clear how long the military will continue to back aung san suu kyis team. the junta has called for her
to resign her party posts, and has confiscated some of her funds. it also has detained her elder son, aung
san oo, along with other senior politicians, and has taken over the management of the party. the nld and
its allies have responded by calling on the us and eu to impose sanctions on the junta, and have pushed

for greater international engagement. despite strong rhetoric, the nld is still a weak political force. its
vote share fell, from 87.4% in 2015 to 79.7% in 2019, as many voters remained unhappy with the party

and its leaders after the 2014 election. despite this, they have enough seats to govern without other
parties, and to call a constitutional referendum. in this ersatz government, the nld has a key role, and the

importance of the junta is unclear. in the short term, aung san suu kyi may be able to play a stabilizing
role, but the future of myanmar is unclear. aung san suu kyi has been under house arrest since 2015,
and her party is still banned. but she has been free to travel abroad, and has visited the uk, the united

states, france, thailand, singapore, and new zealand.
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in the final days of the war, the tigers attempted to use a peace offer to present a more pliable
negotiating position. in may, 2006, the tigers offered to put down their arms if the government

provided a safe zone in the north of the country in which they could live freely. the offer was rejected
by the government. finally, in march, 2009, the sri lankan government and the tamil national alliance

(tna), which is composed of several tamil political parties, reached a peace agreement to end the
civil war. it is not clear how long the military will continue to back aung san suu kyis team. the junta

has called for her to resign her party posts, and has confiscated some of her funds. it also has
detained her elder son, aung san oo, along with other senior politicians, and has taken over the
management of the party. the nld and its allies have responded by calling on the us and eu to
impose sanctions on the junta, and have pushed for greater international engagement. despite

strong rhetoric, the nld is still a weak political force. its vote share fell, from 87.4% in 2015 to 79.7%
in 2019, as many voters remained unhappy with the party and its leaders after the 2014 election.
despite this, they have enough seats to govern without other parties, and to call a constitutional
referendum. in this ersatz government, the nld has a key role, and the importance of the junta is

unclear. in the short term, aung san suu kyi may be able to play a stabilizing role, but the future of
myanmar is unclear. aung san suu kyi has been under house arrest since 2015, and her party is still

banned. but she has been free to travel abroad, and has visited the uk, the united states, france,
thailand, singapore, and new zealand. 5ec8ef588b
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